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NOTE ON THE KNAPSACK MARKOV CHAIN
MATTHIAS LOWE AND CHRISTIAN MEISE
ABSTRACT. We show that for sufficiently large knapsacks the associated Markov
chain on the state space of the admissible packings of the knapsack is rapidly mixing. Our condition basically states that at least half of all items should fit into the
knapsack. This is much weaker than the condition assumed by Saloff-Coste in [11].

1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULT

wn,

In this note we consider the following counting problem. For given a E
bEN
count the number of combinations x E {O,1}n such that L~=l aiXi ::; b. As this
can be thought of as N items with weights aI, ... ,aN to be packed into a knapsack
of capacity b this is also known as the knapsack-problem. The knapsack-problem is
known to be #P-complete. This makes it attractive to consider approximate counting
algorithms. Their basic idea is to approximate the knapsack of capacity b by a sequence
of knapsacks of decreasing size bk (up to bb+l = 0) and to approximate the ratio of
the sizes of two consecutive knapsacks by using a rapidly mixing Markov chain. Such
a Markov chain Q has been proposed by Sinclair in [12]. So, on the state space
X = {x E {a, l}n I L~=l aiXi ::; b}, we define Q in the following way. Given that the
Markov chain is in the state x EX, the transition from x to a state y is given by

_ { ~
Q( x, y ) -

+ I{ i

: x

+ ei rf. X}! /(2n)
1/(2n)

y=x
: x = y + ei EX.

(1)

Here ei denotes the i'th unit vector and the addition is to be understood "modulo
2". In other words the chain with a packing x does nothing with probability 1/2 (to
ensure aperiodicity) and otherwise it picks one of the items at random and puts is into
the knapsack if it is outside and still fits in and puts it out if it is in.
This Markov chain is time-reversible with respect to the uniform measure 7r on X.
The question whether it is also rapidly mixing for an arbitrary choice of the weights
aI, ... ,an and the capacity b, i.e. whether there is a polynomial p in nand c- l such
that

IIQt(x,·) - 7rIITV ::; c for all t 2: p(n, c),
is wide open. Here for two probability measures J.L, von X the total variation distance
is given by

IIJ.L - vllTV

1

= 2 L 1J.L(x) - v(x)l·
xEX

As is well known from the theory of Markov chains one way of proving such a result
would be to bound the spectral gap of the chain by the inverse of a polynomial in n.
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Let us explain this a little more detailed. Since Q is time-reversible with respect to
the uniform measure 1r on X (i.e. the detailed balance equations
1r(x)Q(x, y) = 1r(y)Q(y, x)

are fulfilled), irreducible and aperiodic we have that 1 is a simple eigenvalue of the
linear operator [Q.] on L 2 (1r) induced by Q. By time-reversibility the operator [Q.] is
self-adjoint so that all the eigenvalues are real. We denote by
1 = (30

> (31

~ ... ~ (3lxl-l ~ -1

the eigenvalues of Q (usually we identify Q with its associated operator [Q.] in L 2 (1r)).
Our aim is to give a lower estimate for the spectral gap, i.e. the eigenvalue
)'1 =

1 - (31

(2)

of Id -Q. By a result of Diaconis and Stroock [5] a polynomila lower bound on Al
indeed implies the polynomila speed of convergence for Q as we have

IIQt(x,·) - 1rIITv ::; pi(x)Ai·
In [11] Saloff-Coste proved by comparison with the walk on the n-dimensional cube
W n = {a, l}n that for knapsacks satisfying that any subset J c {I, ... ,n} of objects
of size IJI ::; n is a valid packing, i.e. LjEJ aj ::; b, the spectral gap satisfies

vn

1
2e- 4 -.
n
So for knapsacks where the set of valid packings looks "almost like the whole cube
W n " Q is indeed rapidly mixing.

Al

~

Our main assumption will be the following.
Assumption 1.1. There is 1
PI ::; an the inequality

> a > 1/2 such that whenever J c {I, ... ,n} with

L

aj ::;

b

jEJ

holds. In other words any packing consisting of at most an many objects is a valid
packing.

With this assumption our result reads as follows.
Theorem 1.2. There exists N E N such that for any knapsack X satisfying assumption (1.1) the spectral gap of the Markov chain Q on X given by (1) satisfies

Al ~ c [n log(n)r

1

(3)

for all n ~ N and a positive constant c. In particular the Markov chain Q is rapidly
mixing in this situation.

Remark 1.3. The rapidly mixing property is essential for the construction of approximate counters, so-called fpras-algorithms, cf. [7] and [12]. Using such algorithms it
is possible to approximate the total number of elements of X in polynomial time. Unfortunately, the result of Theorem 1.2 is not sufficient to construct an fpras-algorithm.
To this end we would also need to show the rapidly mixing property for the Markov
chain Q on smaller knapsacks.
On the other hand Assumption 1.1 drastically improves Saloff-Coste's condition cited
above.
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2. PROOF

In this section we will prove Theorem 1.2. The proof uses a combination of two
methods. On the one hand we will use a martingale method, as it has first been used
in [10] on the other hand a distance method, which has been introduced to theory of
Markov chains in [9] and [8] to investigate the spectral gap of algorithms from group
theory. Both methods have their origin in the theory of diffusions on manifolds (d. [2],
[3]). Moreover, we will finally use a comparison technique that allows us to translate
the result for knapsacks of even size to knapsacks of an odd size.
We will first give the proof for knapsacks with an even number of items. The rest will
then follow easily.
Let us start by introducing some basic notations. First let us decompose our state
space X in the following way.

L

=

{x EX:

Ixl < n/2}

denotes the lower half of the cube (here and in the following, for x E Wn we write
for the number of l's in x - so Ixl = 2:7=1 Xi),

M

Ixl

= {x EX: Ixl = n/2}

its middle level and
B = {x EX: ::Ii : x

+ ei

tj. X }

is the upper boundary of X. Clearly for x E B we have
Furthermore for x, y E X such that

C1 (x,y)
Co(x,y)
D 1 (x, y)

Ixl

~

an.

Ixl = Iyl define
{i
{i
{i

xi=I=Yd,
xi=O=yd,
Xi = 1, Yi = 0 } ,

and

Do(x, y) = {i : Xi = 0, Yi = I}.
Note that IDo(x,y)1

= ID 1 (x,y)1 = dH (x,y)/2 since Ixl = Iyl.

For any two points x, y E X (or in Wn ) let dH(x, y) denote their Hamming distance
(i.e. the number of coordinates where they are different). As usual for a set A c X
let dH(v,A) = min{dH(v,a) : a E A} be the minimal Hamming distance from v to
the set A. Moreover, the following distance (by which we only understand a positive
function of two variables - as opposed to a metric where the triangle inequality has to
be fulfilled) will be central in the proof:

d(v,w) '- d (v,W)1/2+ C (d(v,L)Vd(w,L)Vl)2
H
n
_. dH(v, W)1/2 + d'(v, w)

(4)

where c denotes a positive constant. Note that both summands in (4) decrease whenever the Hamming distance included in their definition decreases. Also note that for
v, w E L the distance d( v, w) basically agrees with the square root of the Hamming
distance of v and w (up to an additive constant ~).
The proof now vastly consists of considerations of an eigenfunction
largest eigenvalue 131 of Q.

f to the second-
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First let us show that we can assume that there exist

f(XI)

~

Xl,

YI E M such that

(5)

max f(vh
vEX

and

(6)
where 'Y E]O, 1[ is fixed. Indeed, suppose that for all w E M we would have

(7)

f(w) :::; maxf(vh·
vEX

Observe that clearly
n-l

f(X n )

+ Al

L f(X

i)

i=O

is a martingale under Q. SO, starting the Markov chain Q in the state X satisfying
f(x) = maxvEX f(v) and stopping this martingale at the first hitting time TM of the
set M we obtain

f(x) - Ex (f (XTM ))

:::;

AlEx (TM ) f(x).

Clearly by (7) we have
and thus

AlEx (TM ) ~ 1- 'Y.
Finally, we can couple the Markov chain Q with a random walk on W n in such a way
that Q removes the i'th item from the knapsack whenever the random walk on W n
changes the i'th coordinate from 1 to 0 and that Q adds the i'th item to the knapsack
whenever the random walk on Wn writes a 1 in the i'th coordinate and this results
in an admissible packing of the knapsack. Since Q by this coupling will follow the
random walk on Wn in X \ Band B is by assumption "above the middle level" M
we see, that by this coupling Q will always be closer to M than the random walk on
Wn . As for the latter we have an expected first entrance time into M of O(N log N)
we obtain the bound
Ex (TM ) :::; en log(n)
(where e is a positive constant). Hence we arrive at
l
(8)
Al ~ (1- 'Y) [enlog(n)r .
In the same way, if (6) is not fulfilled, we obtain for y satisfying f(y) = minvEX f(v)

f(y) - Ex (f (XTM ))

~

AlEx (TM ) f(y)·

This together with
again yields

Al ~ (1 - 'Y) [enlog(n)r .
Hence, if one of (5) or (6) are violated we obtain a polynomial estimate for the spectral
gap. More precisely we get
I

Put

g(x, y)

:=

(f(x) - f(y))+

5
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(where for some number x we define x+ to be the supremum of x with 0).
The rest of the proof relies on a rather new technique, we call the distance method, for
estimating the eigenvalues of a Markov chain, the idea of which is amazingly simple.
It might be expedient to briefly illustrate this technique before bringing it into action.
Let 13 =j:. 1 be an eigenvalue of Q with corresponding eigenfunction f. Assume that
there exists a function d : X --+ ll4 such that [Qd](x) ~ ad(x) for all x E X and some
a ~ 1. Let
m := max {

I~~:~ 1: x EX} .

Choose x E X such that If(x)/ jd(x) = m. By irreducibility we may assume that
m =j:. 0 and therefore also f (x) =j:. O. Then we have

l13f(x) 1

=

I[Qf](x)1

=

L Q(x, y)f(y)
yEX

" Q(x, y) If(y)1
< L...J
yEX

<

, , I f ( y)dITd(y)
y)1

= L...J Q(x,

y

yEX

If(x)1
d(x) [Qd](x) ~ a If(x)l·

Dividing by If(x)1 we conclude 1131 ~ a.
A similar result can be obtained by using couplings. So, let d : X x X --+ ll4 be a
function, such that for some coupling Q of (Q, Q) the inequality [Qd] (x, y) ~ ad(x, y)
for all x =j:. y and some a ~ 1 holds true. Then any eigenvalue 13 =j:. 1 of Q satisfies,
1131 ~ a. Indeed, defining
m := max { (f(y) - f(x))+ : x =j:. y EX}

d(x,y)

and choosing (x, y) such that Ig(x, y)1 jd(x, y)
we can conclude that

=m

(where g(x, y)

l13g(x, y)1 = I [Qg] (x, y) I ~ c [Qd] (x, y)

= (f(y) - f(x))+)

~ cad(x, y).

Hence 1131 ~ a.
Of course, this idea is in now at all restricted to the situation of X being the knapsack
or Q being the specific Markov chain (and indeed in [9],[8] has been applied to the
analysis of other random walks).
In short the idea of the distance method can be described as comparing the landscape
given by the eigenfunction f (resp. g) to an easier distance, for which the coupling
still is contractive.
In order to bring these ideas into play and to continue the proof we need to consider
the following coupling Qof Q (with itself).

Q((x, y), (x + ei, Y + ed)

1

2n

for i E C1 (x, y) U Co(x, y),
1

2n IDo(x, y)1

(9)

(10)
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for (i,j) E D 1 (x,y) x Do(x,y) U Do(x,y) X DI(x,y). For the other pairs of states
x, y E X take an arbitrary coupling Q (e.g. the classical coupling). Intuitively speaking
this coupling describes that we will only really couple random walks which contain the
same number of items. In this case, if the first walk chooses an item which is contained
in both knapsack, resp. is missing in both, the second walk will choose the same item.
If the first walk selects another item, e.g. one which is contained in the first knapsack
but not in the second, the second walk will try to do "the opposite" , i.e. in this case
will choose an item which is contained in the second knapsack but not in the first.
This will bring the walls closer together in the Hamming distance.
Observe that the coupling Q respects the difference Ixl-Iyl if Ixl = Iyl and {x, y}nB =

0.
As explained above we will be interested in the pair (Xl, YI) given by

g(xI,yd
d(XI' YI)

= max

{g(v,w)
d(v, w) : v, wE X, Ivl

}

= Iwl .

(11)

First obeserve that by (5) and (6) the above maximum ist not zero, such that later on
we will be able to divide by it.
The quotient ~tl'Yl~
can be bounded from below by taking the max only over the
Xl,Yl
middle level M. By (5) and (6) we the arrive at
1

IIglloo'Y dH(XI, YI)I/2 +

cn-1

1

Ilglloo'Y nl/2 + cn- l .

(12)

If one of v or w is in B (without loss in generality v E B) we obtain

g(v,w)
d(v,w)

1

::; IlgII0021/2+c(a-1/2)2n'

(13)

Comparing the right hand side of (13) to the right hand side of (12) we see that
1

1

'Y nl/2 + cn-l ~ 21 / 2 + c( a - 1/2)2 n ·
if and only if
(14)
Now obviously for large n the left side of (14) is growing faster than n l / 2 on the right
side. This yields that in fact for n large enough the relation

g(XI,YI)
g(v,w) ,
.::......:..._=----:...>
d(XI' YI) - d(v, w)

holds true for every pair (v, w) with {v, w} n B =1= 0. This means that for large n we can
assume that neither Xl nor Y1 is in B (where Xl and Y1 are given by the characterisation
(11)).

7
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For the distance

-.;cr; the following inequality holds true.

[QJd;] (x, y)

(15)

1/2dH(x, y)1/2 + dH;:' y) (dH(x, y) _ 2)1/2 + n - d:(x, y) dH(x, y)1/2
2
d (
)1/2 [1 + dH(x, y)1/2(dH(x, y) - 2)1/2 _ dH(x, y)]
(16)
2n
2n
H x,y
Note that the expression (Jt(t - 2) - t)/(2n) is smaller than -1/(2n) for all t E [2, n],
so that we finally obtain
(17)
Now we are ready to apply the distance method. The points Xl, Yl satisfying (11) can
either be both in L or in M or in X \ (L U M U B).
Case a) Suppose that both points Xl, Yl satisfying (11) are in L. Then (17) immediately yields that also

[Qd] (Xl,Yl)

~ d(Xl,yd

(1-

2~) .

(18)

(since d' is constant on L U B and points in L can "at most" reach B). Therefore,
following the ideas explained above, in case a) we get a lower bound on the spectral
gap of Q of the form
1

AI> - .
- 2n

Case b) Suppose that both points Xl, Yl satisfying (11) are in M.
For the Hamming distance we have

[Qd~2] (Xl,Yl) = dH(Xl,Yl)1/2

(1- 2~).

(19)

For d'(Xl' Yl) we calculate

Now we want to find

l 2

dH(Xl, Yd /

I'\,

> 0 such that for sufficiently large n an inequality of the form

(1 - 2~) +

d'(Xl, Yl)~

~

[dH(Xl' Yl)1/2 + d'(Xl' Yl)]

(1 - ~)

(20)

holds.
Using d'(Xl, Yl) = cn- l we see that this is true if and only if
3c
2

~ (
1- )
21'\, dH(Xl, Yl) 1/2 -

cl'\,n- 1.

(21)

Choosing for example I'\, = 1/4 the right side become ~dH(Xl' Yd l / 2 - 2~ which dominates 1/2 for n sufficiently large, since dH(Xl, Yl) ~ 2 and c/(2n) ---+ o. Hence (21)
holds true for 0 < c < 1/3.
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This shows that in case b) we obtain a bound for the spectral gap of the form
1
AI>
- 4n'
where we have to choose 0 < c < 1/3 in the definition of the metric d in (4).

~ase c)

Suppose Xl,Yl E

X\B such that IXll =

IYll > n/2. Computing

[Qd'] (Xl,Yl)

gIves

[Qd'] (Xl, Yl)
< 1 d'(

) IXll C(I Xll-1- n/2)2
Xl, Yl + -2
n
n

n -ixil C(IXll + 1- n/2)2
2n
n
'(
) IXll c(l- 21 x li + n)
n -ixil c(l + 2l x ll- n)
d Xl,Yl + -2
+
2n
n
n
n
2
2
x + 4n IXll- n
d'( Xl,Yl ) + c n - 41 ll 2n
2

-2

+

(22)

(23)

We want to check whether we can find an appropriate", > 0 such that for large n the
inequality

[Q(d~2 + d')] (Xl,Yl):::; (1-;) (d H(Xl,Yl)1/2 + d'(Xl,yd)

(24)

holds. Using (19) and (23) we obtain that this is true if

2
2
dH(xI,Yl)1/2
n-4I x lI +4nlxll-n
"'(d (
)1/2 d'(
))
+c
2
:::;-- HXl,Yl
+ Xl,Yl·
2n
2n
n
or equivalently
1/2
,
n - 41Xll2 + 4n IXll - n 2
2",d (Xl, Yl) + c
:::; (1 - 2",)d H(Xl, Yl) .
n
Now note that
x ll 2 + 4n IXll - n 2
'(
)
n
41
2", d Xl, Yl + C - - - ' - - - ' - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - ' - - - -

(25)

(26)

n

C

;(4IxI1 (n - Ixll) - n(n - 1) + 2", 1(1 Xl)2 - 2",n Ixil

+ "2'" n2 )

and that for", < 2 the function

j(lxl) = (41xl (n -lxl) - n(n - 1) + 2", 1(1 X)2 - 2",n Ixl
becomes maximal for Ixi

=

~.

+ "2'" n2 )

In this case the value is

Hence we can show (26) if we can find a '" < 2 such that

C:::; (1 - 2",) dH(Xl, Yl)1/2.
As (1 - 2",) dH(Xl, Yl)1/2 is at least (1 - 2",)V2, we obtain that (26) is for example
satisfied if we choose c = 1/4 and", = ~ in which case we then obtain the estimate

AI> -

1

- 3n

for the spectral gap of Q.
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This finishes the proof of the case where the number n of items is even. For the case
of an odd number of items one could in principle try to mimic the proof for even n
by replacing the middle level by the two middle levels and then try to obtain similar
estimates.
Instead of this we apply a rather elegant comparison technique, the idea of which is to
be credited to Diaconis and Saloff-Coste (cf. [4]' e.g.). The principle idea behind this
technique is the variational characterisation of the second largest eigenvalue (resp. the
spectral gap) as
,

/\1

. f { £(f, f) I
= III
Var 7r(f)'

non-constant

}

(cf [6], e.g.). Here Var 7r (f) denotes the variance of I with respect to the measure

Jr

and

(r I, f)7r

£(f, f)

~ I)/(x) -

l(y))2Q(X, Y)Jr(x)

x,y

is the discrete Dirichlet form associated with

r = Id -

Q.

The idea of the comparison technique is now to compare the Dirichlet form and the
variance associated to the knapsack Markov chain with an odd number of items to
that of a knapsack Markov chain with an even number of items for which we already
know an appropriate bound on the spectral gap.
So, let c > 0 such that a-c > 1/2. Choose N = a/c-1 such that (a-c)(n+1) ::; an
for all n 2: N. Consider the set X' = {O, I} x X which is again a knapsack obtained
by adding another object with weight ao = 0 (and if for X the number n of items
was odd, it is even for X'). Note that X' also satisfies (1.1) for all n 2: N with the
parameter a replaced by a - c.
Given I E L 2 (X, Jr) we define E L 2 (X', Jr') by

J

for any choice of xo. Using that
we obtain

~

I:

IX'I = 21XI

together with the fact that

QQ'((x,y))
x,y

= n+l
n

(f((Xl"'" xn)) - 1((Yl,'" ,Yn)))2 Q'(x, Y)Jr'(x)

x,yEX'

£(f,f)n+1.
n
We compute the variance of
acterisation of the variance

I

with respect to

Var 7r (f) = min
cElR

Jr

using the following variational char-

I: I/(x) xEX

cI 2Jr(x).
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This immediately yields
min'" If(x) cE~ 6

cl 2 7f(x)

xEX

~in¥ L

!1(x) -

cl

2

7f/(X)

xEX'

Hence we obtain
\

\1

n

+1

/\12:/\1--

n

which finishes the proof of the theorem.
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